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Pupil premium strategy statement 

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the 
2021 to 2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our 
disadvantaged pupils.  

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this 
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our 
school.  

School overview 

Detail Data 
School name The Macclesfield Academy 

Number of pupils in school  594 

Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 28% 

Academic year/years that our current pupil premium strategy plan 
covers (3 year plans are recommended) 

2021/22, 2022/23, 2023/24 

Date this statement was published 10th December 2021 

Date on which it will be reviewed 25th April 2022 

Statement authorised by M Galvin 

Pupil premium lead P Reed / M Galvin 

Governor / Trustee lead A Graham 

Funding overview 

Detail Amount 
Pupil premium funding allocation this academic year £168,774 (predicted) 

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £25, 230 (£21,060 school led 
tutoring) 

Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous years (enter £0 
if not applicable) 

£0 

Total budget for this academic year 
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this funding, state 
the amount available to your school this academic year 

£215, 064 
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan 

Statement of intent 

Our intent is to ensure students in receipt of the Pupil Premium have access to high quality teaching and 
learning to enable them to achieve in line with their peers. In addition, we will act to close academic and 
experiential gaps and give students opportunities to flourish outside of the classroom.  

Challenges 
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our 
disadvantaged pupils. 

Challenge 
number 

Detail of challenge  

1 Attendance and punctuality at school 

2 Engagement in lessons, passive students who are not taking ownership of their 
learning 

3 Literacy including writing have been identified as a local and regional deficit. Reading 
ages below chronological age which hinders learning and progress access to GCSE 
exam papers. (Cohorts below functional literacy 2019 (14%) 2020 (18%) 2021 (18%)) 

4 Use, understanding and retention of key subject specific terminology 

5 Access to cultural capital and hands on learning has been limited due to the COVID 
pandemic 

6 Access to ICT facilities outside of school hours 

7 Well-being and mental health (resilience of students) 

Intended outcomes  
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan, 
and how we will measure whether they have been achieved. 

Intended outcome Success criteria 
Punctuality and attendance will be above 
national 

Lates to school will have reduced by 80%. 
Attendance will be above national figures. 

Students will be engaged and take 
responsibility for their learning 

The number of students gaining grade 1 
(maximum engagement) in lessons will 
increase by 25%. 
 Students will articulate the essential 
knowledge that they are learning with clarity. 
Isolation rates for those being removed from 
lessons will decrease by 50%. 
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Academic outcomes will be in line with or 
exceed school expectations I.e., FFT20 or 
FFT5 targets for Key Stage 4. This will be 
assessed through formal internal 
examinations (mock exam series etc).   

Reading ages will improve to be closer to 
chronological age 

Functional reading increases to 100% 
All students reading fluently at or above 
chronological age by end of cycle.  

Subject specific key word retrieval will be 
improved and long-term memory recall will be 
improved 

Students will know the key vocabulary for 
the essential knowledge they are learning 
with clarity 

Oracy and literacy improvements linked 
through the ‘Can you say it better?’ strategy 

Quality assurance shows oracy strategy 
embedded in all lessons, with focus on AfL.  
Literacy improvements shown in work 
scrutiny with students writing at length and 
with fluency.  

Students will have access to cultural capital in 
lessons, via trips and visitors.  
 
Hands-on learning in Maths and Science 
particularly will improve outcomes 

More trips and visits will take place. Cultural 
capital will be audited to show cultural 
capital is embedded within lessons. 
Outcomes in Maths and Science above 
national averages for key outcomes (4+, 5+ 
and Progress measures).  
 

Students will have access to ICT facilities 
more easily via homework club, a laptop 
booking system and use of mobile phones 
more easily to access learning. 

All students will have access to ICT out of 
school hours 

Student mental health issues are identified 
and students gain relevant support.  
 

Student voice shows students are supported 
with their mental health and well-being. 
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Activity in this academic year 
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding) 
this academic year to address the challenges listed above. 

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention) 

Budgeted cost: circa £ 124 000 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Quality first teaching- re-
lentless focus on PP stu-
dents through CPD, QA 
and curriculum develop-
ment. Quality first teaching 
remains the single most 
effective strategy for clos-
ing learning gaps.   
 

“Good teaching is the most important lever 
schools have to improve outcomes for dis-
advantaged pupils”. THE EEF GUIDE TO 
THE PUPIL PREMIUM 2019  
 

2, 3, 4 

Reading and literacy 
focus for PP through 
lessons and form time. 
Whole school reading 
strategy.  

‘All year groups have experienced learning 
loss in reading.’ ‘In secondary 1.5months of 
loss in schools with low rates of free school 
meal eligibility’ DfE ‘Understanding 
Progress in the 2020/21 Academic Year – 
Interim Findings’ January 2021  

2, 1, 3, 4, 5 

 

Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support 
structured interventions)  

Budgeted cost: £ 21 060 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Facilities made available 
for computer access to 
complete online 
homework e.g. Teams 
and SharePoint.  

The EEFs Rapid evidence assessment 
Distance learning finds ensuring access to 
technology is key, especially for 
disadvantaged pupil  

6 

Use of catch up funding 
with small group work 1:3 

‘Targeted small group or 
1:1 interventions have potential to make the 
largest immediate impact on attainment’ 
Education Endowment Foundation ‘The 
Attainment Gap’ 2017.    

2, 3, 7 

 
Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour, 
wellbeing) 
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Budgeted cost: circa £ 70 000 

Activity Evidence that supports this 
approach 

Challenge 
number(s) 
addressed 

Improving PP attendance 
through attendance 
tracker, links with pastoral 
leads and PP families, 
attendance reward 
system  

Attendance intervention measures aim to 
mitigate external factors causing gaps in 
achievement for disadvantaged young 
people. Leaders and managers must 
‘recognise attendance as an important area 
of school improvement. Make sure it is 
resourced appropriately (including through 
effective use of Pupil Premium funding) to 
create, build and maintain systems and 
performance.’ DfE ‘Improving School 
Attendance: Support for Schools and Local 
Authorities’ March 21  

1 

Access to cultural capital 
and deep/rich curriculum 
experiences e.g., subsidy 
of trips to enable PP 
students to 
attend including raising 
aspirations.   
Outdoor education 
opportunities including 
Duke of Edinburgh  

MALC meetings have raised the lack of 
trips, visits and hands on learning for 
students at primary level that have moved 
to the Academy. 
 
COVID has led to current year 10 having 
limited team building activities or trips. 

5 

Well being and mental 
health 

COVID pandemic counsellor referrals have 
increased and teachers have reported more 
students with poor mental health and 
resilience. 

7 

 
Total budgeted cost: £ 215 064 
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic 
year 

Pupil premium strategy outcomes 
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021 
academic year.  

Aim  Outcome  
To improve the at-
tendance and reduce 
the persistent absen-
teeism of disadvan-
taged pupils  

The attendance of our Pupil Premium students continues to be below the national 
figure. In 2018-19, our PP attendance was better the PP pupils nationally and we 
continue to close the gap on all pupils nationally.   
A key achievement of the PP strategy was the significant improvement for those 
PP students that were persistently absent. This reduced from 20.9% (17/18) to 
15.14% (18/19). We maintained that strong performance in 2019-20 at 16.49%.  

Academic 
Year  2016-17  2017-18     

2018-19  
   

2019-20 

Absence  TMA  TMA  National  TMA  TMA  

PP  8.6  7.9  7.8  7.2  7.7  
   

Persistent Absen-
tees – absent 10% 
or more     

PP  24.11  20.9  23.5  15.14  16.49  
    Pupil figures are up to lockdown 1.  
 

  
To reduce the num-
ber Fixed Term Ex-
clusions (FTEs) of 
disadvantaged pu-
pils  

As part of our 3 year strategy, we have been particularly vigilant in seeking to 
prevent repeat exclusions.  Students deemed at being at risk of a repeat exclu-
sion are either made the subject of a behaviour support plan or have behaviour 
management strategies incorporated into their existing school focused 
plan.  These plans provide advice to staff on preventing behavioural incidents 
and de-escalating them if they occur.  As result, the proportion of fixed term ex-
clusions has fallen and is now well below the national average.  Similarly the gap 
between disadvantaged students and other students is well below the national 
average.  
Repeat Fixed 
Term Exclu-
sions  

2016-17  2017-18  2018-19  2019-20  National  

All students  4.1%  2.3%  1.1%  2.14%  4.7%  
   

Richard Laverick
Updated PP Attendance Figures - double check what you have from your own figures�
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Disadvantaged 
students  

7.9%  4.1%  1.3%  2.59%  10.2%  

Other students  2.4%  1.4%  1.0%  0.72%  3.3%  
“Repeat FTE 
Gap”  

5.5%  2.7%  0.3%  1.87%  6.9%  

  
To improve the out-
comes in maths & 
numeracy across the 
curriculum for our 
disadvantaged pu-
pils, in particular 
those achieving 
grade 5+  

The performance data below demonstrates that we have made significant pro-
gress in improving the outcomes in maths & numeracy for our disadvantaged pu-
pils, in particular those achieving grade 5+.  
Performance Indi-
cator  

PP  
2016-2017  

(34)  

PP  
2017-2018  

(22)  

PP  
2018-2019  

(27)  

PP  
2019-20  

()  
% GCSE Maths >= 
4  

25%  31.80%  53.80%  51.7%  

% GCSE Maths & 
English =>4  

17.9%  27.30%  26.90%  41.4%  

% GCSE Maths >= 
5  

14.3%  13.6%  15.40%  31%  

% GCSE Maths & 
English =>5  

7.1%  9.1%  15.40%  20.7%  

  

Externally provided programmes and additional support 

Programme Provider 
1. IDL reading intervention  
2. Coaching for vulnerable students e.g. Y10 Girls 
Group twice weekly meetings  
3. Mathematics through snooker (PP, boys 
vulnerable group) 
4. Mental health support 
 

1. Teaching Assistant Team  
2. Coaches e.g. Macclesfield RUFC 
 
3. Local provider 
4. Just Drop In and ‘Emotionally Healthy Schools’ 
pilot  
  

Outreach work to network with high performing 
schools nationally and locally 

Behaviour Hubs (DfE) 
Exemplary Leadership (STAR Academies) 
Trust wide work (Fallibroome Trust) 

 

---- 
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Further information  
Having invested in the external tutoring programme for Catch Up in phase 1, we recognised we will 
increase our impact using home grown staff with teaching and experiences over which we have greater 
control. We will continue to evaluate the impact of the plans and make adjustments accordingly with this 
evidence. However, we feel we have developed a robust plan to enable all of our students to achieve 
highly.  
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